Crazy Patched Pumpkins

Row by Row Experience 2014
CUTTING
Background fabric - cut 1 strip 36 1/2" x 6 1/2"
Base fabric - cut 1 strip 36 1/2" x 2"

DIRECTIONS
1. Stitch background and base fabrics together along one 36 1/2" side. Press toward the base.

2. Trace pumpkin template onto the paper side of the freezer paper. Label and cut apart on all lines. Make note of the placement of the x’s on the template.

3. Iron fusible web to the WRONG side of the pumpkin fabrics. LEAVE THE FREEZER PAPER ON FOR THE NEXT STEP.

4. Stack your pumpkin fabric and iron the freezer paper pieces onto the RIGHT side. Add 1/4” to all straight edges (marked with an x on the template) and cut out pumpkin pieces.

5. For each pumpkin, stitch pieces #1, 2, and 3 together along straight edges. Then add piece #4 and 5. FINGER PRESS ONLY.

6. Trace pumpkin stems onto fusible web. Fuse and cut out.

7. Tuck pumpkin stem under the top of pumpkin and fuse all in place along the top edge of the base, spacing the pumpkins as desired.

8. Choose any decorative built-in stitch on your machine and stitch on all straight edges.

9. Buttonhole stitch along outside edge of pumpkins and stems.

10. Add “curls” using embroidery floss, pearl cotton, ribbon or metallic braid as desired.
Cinnamon’s Crazy-Patched Pumpkin Row
by Faye Heyn

Fabric Needed:
Background 1/4 yard
Base 1/8 yard

Pumpkins
1/8 yd ea. of 5 different fabrics
OR
a variety of scraps at least 3 x 5”

Stems (5) 2 1/2” squares

Freezer Paper
Fusible Web

Unfinished Size: 36 1/2” x 8”
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